
	

	

	

Earth Science 

Resource List for Grades K through 4 

The 4esources in this section can be used with the Earth Science Resource Packet for grades K through 
4. 

Books 
Non-fiction and Biography 

• The Animals Sleep: A Bedtime Book of Biomes, 2011 by Thomas M. Heffron (Author), Lina 
Safar (Illustrator). 
This book explores the unique sleep environments of animals, taking readers on a fascinating 
journey to see the diverse biomes of the world: from freshwaters and marine waters to the dry 
desert, and from dense woodlands and forests to the open grassland and tundra.  

• B is for Blue Planet: An Earth Science Alphabet, 2011 by Ruth Strother (Author), Bob Marstall 
(Illustrator). 
A poetic alphabet book with significant side notes with more information on the letter's topic. 
Side notes are appropriate up to 6th grade. 

• Discover Science: Planet Earth, 2014 by Deborah Chancellor (Author). 
This introduction to the beauty and functionality of Earth is filled with popular content-area 
topics like biomes, life on Earth and weather systems. Readers will explore our planet's coldest, 
hottest, driest, and wettest places. 

• Down, Down, Down: A Journey to the Bottom of the Sea, 2016 by Steve Jenkins (Author). 
Half the earth’s surface is covered by water more than a mile deep, but most of this watery world 
is a mystery to us. In fact, more people have stood on the surface of the moon than have visited 
the deepest spot in the ocean.   

• Discover Science: Rocks and Fossils, 2014 by Chris Pellant (Author). 
This is an introduction to the three basic forms of rock, crystals, and fossils. Filled with 
information about geological processes like erosion, weathering and examples of the many ways 
we use rock. 

• Earth! My First 4.54 Billion Years, 2017 by Stacy McAnulty (Author), David Litchfield 
(Illustrator). 
Learn all about Earth from the point-of-view of Earth herself! In this funny yet informative book, 
filled to the brim with kid-friendly facts, readers will discover key moments in Earth’s life, from 
her childhood more than four billion years ago all the way up to present day.  

• Earthquakes, 1996 by Sally M. Walker (Author). 
Introduces earthquakes, discussing how, why, and where they occur; how they are measured; 
their effects; and how to prepare for them. 
 
 



• How the World Works: A Hands-On Guide to Our Amazing Planet, 2010 by Christian Dorion 
(Author), Beverley Young (Illustrator). 
This pop-up survey devotes pages or spreads to Earth's history and structure, the origins of life, 
plate tectonics, the water cycle, weather, ocean currents, the carbon cycle, greenhouse effect, 
plants, and food chains. In snippets of text tucked into every available nook, there is commentary 
ranging from basic information on seasons and other cycles to abbreviated catalogs of cloud 
types and kinds of boundaries between tectonic plates. 

• If You Find a Rock, 2008 by Peggy Christian (Author), Barbara Hirsch Lember (Photographer). 
Think of all the rocks there are: skipping rocks, splashing rocks, climbing rocks, and wishing 
rocks. Children can’t help collecting them. This title celebrates rocks everywhere, as well as the 
mysterious and wonderful places they are found. 

• Island: A Story of the Galápagos, 2012 by Jason Chin (Author). 
Combining geology, biology, and history, this is a story spanning six million years. Galápagos 
island makes its first appearance as a volcanic mountain erupting above sea level. After more 
than a million years, the eruptions dwindle. The island supports many plants and animals, and 
some develop into unique species. Finally, the island slowly shrinks and sinks beneath the water.  

• Many Biomes, One Earth, 2009 by Sneed B. Collard III (Author), James M. Needham 
(Illustrator). 
Discover earth's natural neighborhoods on a colorful trek through the twelve terrestrial biomes of 
North and South America. Travel from the icy tundra, where the polar bear makes its home, to 
the tropical rain forest, the natural home of more than thirty million kinds of insects. 

• Mountain Dance, 2001 by Thomas Locker (Author). 
The earth seems still and quiet, but constantly, silently, it is moving and changing. 
Mountain Dance takes readers from summit to shore, and into the depths of the earth, exploring 
the geographic forces it takes to move, build, and wear away the great peaks and valleys of our 
planet. 

• The Street Beneath My Feet, 2017 by Charlotte Guillain (Author), Yuval Zommer (Illustrator). 
Turn the pages of this large book from bottom to top for an accordion-folded journey to the 
center of the Earth; now begin again from the end to head back up to the surface on the other side 
of the world. The earth science is simple and the detail-packed illustrations, homely and fantastic 
at once. 

 
Fiction  

• Brendan Buckley's Universe and Everything in It, 2008 by Sundee T. Frazier (Author). 
Ten-year-old Brendan Buckley is a self-declared scientist: asking questions and looking for 
answers, A chance encounter brings Brendan and his grandfather together where Brendan 
initiates a relationship with estranged grandfather, Ed DeBose. While they share a passion for 
geology, they do not share the color of their skin.   

• High Tide in Hawaii, 2003 by Mary Pope Osborne (Author), Sal Murdocca (Illustrator). 
Jack and Annie are happy when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to a Hawaiian island of 
long ago. They learn how to surf and have a great time, until strange things start happening. Jack 
and Annie soon discover the cause: A tidal wave is headed their way!  
The Legend of Greg (An Epic Series of Failures), 2018 by Chris Rylander (Author). 
Risk-averse Greg Belmont is content with being ordinary. He's got a friend, just one, at his fancy 
prep school, and a pretty cool dad. The problem is, Greg isn't ordinary, he's an honest-to-



goodness, fantastical Dwarf! Then a murderous Bro-Troll kidnaps his dad and Greg is whisked 
away to the Underground, where Dwarves have lived for centuries right beneath the streets of 
Chicago. 

• The Little Raindrop, 2014 by Joanna Gray (Author), Dubravka Kolanovic (Illustrator). 
From cloud to puddle, and puddle to stream, the Little Raindrop is making its way on the 
remarkable journey that is Earth’s water cycle. In this story readers are taught about science and 
nature through a character-driven narrative that leads a little raindrop on a big adventure 

• Rhoda's Rock Hunt, 2014 by Molly Beth Griffin (Author), Jennifer A. Bell (Illustrator). 
Rhoda picks up smooth, striped, and sparkly rocks; colored rocks and plain rocks; rocks that fit 
perfectly into her hand, and others with all sorts of shapes. Finally, with her small backpack so 
loaded she cannot lift it, the child must decide what to do with her multitude of treasures. 

• Ricky, the Rock that Couldn't Roll, 2018 by Jay Miletsky (Author), Erin Wozniak (Illustrator). 
Get ready to meet a new rock group! From zippy little pebbles to big strong boulders, the rocks 
get together to play and roll around their favorite hill, only to find that one of their friends, 
Ricky, can't roll with them.  

	
Magazines, Journals, Miscellaneous  

• The Earth by Tinybop 
An interactive model that teaches kids about Earth's history and its ever-changing landforms. 
Kids can freely explore volcanoes, earthquakes, mountains, glaciers, and more by tapping on or 
dragging features; 
iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad, Android $2.99.  Download in your app store. 

• Earth by Kids Discover 
How did life evolve on Earth? Why did the dinosaurs die out? These and other basic questions 
about our planet are answered in Earth. This issue investigates the composition of our planet and 
the intricate relationship between living things and their environment. The Earth is also brought 
to life with fun diagrams and projects like erosion tests. 
https://www.kidsdiscover.com/shop/issues/earth-for-kids/ 

• Earthquakes by Kids Discover 
Our planet certainly does like to shake, rattle, and roll! Here you get the inside story on the 
biggest, the baddest, and the wettest earthquakes of all time, including the Anchorage ripper of 
1964 and San Francisco’s “Great Quake” of 1906.  
https://www.kidsdiscover.com/shop/issues/earthquakes-for-kids/  

• Volcanoes by Kids Discover 
What natural occurrence can transform a landscape in minutes and affect the global climate for 
years? Volcanoes, of course, get down to the nitty-gritty with these explosive phenomena, which 
can blow the tops off mountains and flatten forests, as well as build islands in the space of days.  
https://www.kidsdiscover.com/shop/issues/volcanoes-for-kids/  

 
Online Links 

• Exploratorium: Science Museum for Kids 
https://www.exploratorium.edu/explore/earth-ocean-atmosphere  

• Smithsonian Museum of Natural History: From dinosaur exhibits to displays of rare gems, this 
acclaimed museum celebrates the natural world. 



https://naturalhistory.si.edu/\ 
 
Background information for the Educator 

• The Importance of Teaching Earth Science:  Article in Teach Magazine 
http://teachmag.com/archives/10545 

• Teacher Vision:  Teaching Earth Science 
https://www.teachervision.com/subjects/science/earth-science  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Earth Science 

Resource List for Grades 5 through 8 

The 4esources in this section can be used with the Earth Science Resource Packet for grades 5 through 
8. 

Books 
Non-fiction and Biography 

• Basher Science: Planet Earth: What planet are you on? 2010 by Simon Basher  (Author, 
Illustrator), Dan Gilpin (Author). 
Planet Earth is a book that sheds light on this rock we live on, from its mountains and ocean 
depths to the storms that whirl around it. 

• Earth Science Fair Projects (Earth Science Projects Using the Scientific Method), 2010 by Yael 
Calhoun (Author). 
Earth science has so many fun topics to explore, and this book is the best place to start 
understanding geology. Young scientists will learn about the Earth’s layers, understand the 
forces that change our planet’s surface, and explore how rocks, minerals, and crystals form 

• Exploring Caves: Journeys into the Earth, 2001 by Nancy Holler Aulenbach (Author). 
Two veteran cavers, accompanied by an IMAX film crew, guide readers through subterranean 
adventures in three different kinds of caves: the ice caves of Greenland, underwater caves on 
Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula, and terrestrial caves in the United States. 

• Janice VanCleave's Earth Science for Every Kid: 101 Easy Experiments that Really Work, 1991 
by Janice VanCleave (Author). 
The easy experiments are carefully organized in sections dealing with the Earth in space, rocks 
and minerals, crustal movement, erosion, atmosphere, weather, and the oceans. Each experiment 
includes a purpose, a list of needed materials, step-by-step instructions, expected results, and a 
scientific explanation of the results. 

• The Lost Art of Reading Nature's Signs: Use Outdoor Clues to Find Your Way, Predict the 
Weather, Locate Water, Track Animals―and Other Forgotten Skills, 2015 by Tristan Gooley 
(Author). 
Whether you’re walking in the country or city, along a coastline, or by night, this is the ultimate 
resource on what the land, sun, moon, stars, plants, animals, and clouds can reveal, if you know 
how to look! 

• Natural History: The Ultimate Visual Guide to Everything on Earth (Smithsonian), 2010 by DK 
(Author). 
Natural History presents an unrivaled visual survey of Earth's natural history. It gives a clear 
overview of the classification of our natural world (over 6,000 species) and looks at every 
kingdom of life, from bacteria, minerals, and rocks to fossils to plants and animals. 

 
• Peeling the Earth Like an Onion: Earth Composition, 2017 by Baby Professor (Author). 

Did you know that the Earth has many layers? These layers make it possible for Earth, and 
everything in it, to thrive.  

• Seismology: Our Violent Earth, 2015 by Roberta Baxter (Author). 
This book traces the history of the field of seismology, examining the ideas about earth processes 



that developed over time to produce current theories within the field, and ending with 
contemporary challenges and predictions for the future. 

• Super Earth Encyclopedia, 2017 by DK (Author). 
A visual encyclopedia that showcases the most amazing things about our planet as kids have 
never seen them before with mind-blowing photography, brand-new CGI artworks, and 
incredible facts and stats. 

• Under Water, Under Earth, 2016 by Aleksandra Mizielinska (Author), Daniel Mizielinski 
(Author). 
Dive below the surface and find out what happens under earth and under sea, from early 
submarines and deep-sea life to burrowing animals and man-made tunnels. 

• The Wonderous Workings of Planet Earth, 2018 by Rachel Ignotofsky (Author). 
This book explains how our planet works, and how we can protect it, from its diverse ecosystems 
and their inhabitants, to the levels of ecology, the importance of biodiversity, the cycles of 
nature, and more.  

 
Fiction 

• Flashback Four #3: The Pompeii Disaster, 2018 by Dan Gutman (Author). 
The Flashback Four are headed to AD 79 to photograph the eruption of Mount Vesuvius! Can 
they get their photo and get back home before they become ancient history? With real 
photographs from Pompeii to help put readers right in the action, plus back matter that separates 
fact from fiction, The Pompeii Disaster tells the story of one of the world’s most devastating 
natural disasters like you’ve never seen it before. 

• I Survived the Eruption of Mount St. Helens, 1980, 2016 by Lauren Tarshis (Author). 
Eleven-year-old Jessie Marlowe has grown up with the beautiful Mount St. Helens always in the 
background. She's hiked its trails, dived into its lakes, and fished for trout in its streams. Of 
course, she knew the mountain was a volcano, but not the kind of volcano that could destroy and 
kill! 

• I Survived the Japanese Tsunami, 2011, 2013by Lauren Tarshis (Author) 
Visiting his dad's hometown in Japan four months after his father's death would be hard enough 
for Ben. But one morning the pain turns to fear: first, a massive earthquake rocks the quiet 
coastal village, nearly toppling his uncle's house. Then the ocean waters rise, and Ben and his 
family are swept away-and pulled apart-by a terrible tsunami. 

• Samantha Hansen Has Rocks in Her Head, 2008 by Nancy Viau (Author). 
Samantha loves studying rocks, so when her mother announces that she is taking Sam and her 
15-year-old sister on a vacation to the Grand Canyon, the she is in heaven.  

• Science Comics: Volcanoes: Fire and Life, 2016 by Jon Chad (Author, Illustrator). 
In this graphic novel set during a future ice age, a child stumbles upon a book about volcanoes 
and uses her new knowledge to bring Earth’s heat to her people.  

Magazines, Journals, Miscellaneous  

• Earth by Kids Discover 
How did life evolve on Earth? Why did the dinosaurs die out? These and other basic questions 
about our planet are answered in Earth. This issue investigates the composition of our planet and 
the intricate relationship between living things and their environment. The Earth is also brought 



to life with fun diagrams and projects like erosion tests. 
https://www.kidsdiscover.com/shop/issues/earth-for-kids/ 

• Earthquakes by Kids Discover 
Our planet certainly does like to shake, rattle, and roll! Here you get the inside story on the 
biggest, the baddest, and the wettest earthquakes of all time, including the Anchorage ripper of 
1964 and San Francisco’s “Great Quake” of 1906.  
https://www.kidsdiscover.com/shop/issues/earthquakes-for-kids/  

• Smithsonian Earth: Smithsonian Earth is a digital streaming service with original documentaries 
that bring you closer to nature's most fascinating animals and wildest locations. After a 30-day 
free trial, a subscription to Smithsonian Earth is $3.99/month.  
https://smithsonianearthtv.com/  

• Volcanoes by Kids Discover 
What natural occurrence can transform a landscape in minutes and affect the global climate for 
years? Volcanoes, of course. Get down to the nitty-gritty with these explosive phenomena, which 
can blow the tops off mountains and flatten forests, as well as build islands in the space of days.  
https://www.kidsdiscover.com/shop/issues/volcanoes-for-kids/ 

 
Online Links 

• Exploratorium: Science Museum for Kids 
https://www.exploratorium.edu/explore/earth-ocean-atmosphere  

• Smithsonian Museum of Natural History: From dinosaur exhibits to displays of rare gems, this 
acclaimed museum celebrates the natural world. 
https://naturalhistory.si.edu/\ 

 
Background information for the Educator 

• The Importance of Teaching Earth Science:  Article in Teach Magazine 
http://teachmag.com/archives/10545 

• Teacher Vision:  Teaching Earth Science 
https://www.teachervision.com/subjects/science/earth-science  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Earth Science 

Resource List for Grades 9 through 12 

The 4esources in this section can be used with the Earth Science Resource Packet for grades 9 through 
12. 

Books 
Non-fiction and Biography 

• The Ends of the World: Volcanic Apocalypses, Lethal Oceans, and Our Quest to Understand 
Earth's Past Mass Extinctions, 2018 by Peter Brannen (Author). 
Our world has ended five times: it has been broiled, frozen, poison-gassed, smothered, and pelted 
by asteroids. In this book the author dives into deep time, exploring Earth’s past dead ends, and 
in the process, offers us a glimpse of our possible future. 

• The Lost Art of Reading Nature's Signs: Use Outdoor Clues to Find Your Way, Predict the 
Weather, Locate Water, Track Animals―and Other Forgotten Skills, 2015 by Tristan Gooley 
(Author). 
Whether you’re walking in the country or city, along a coastline, or by night, this is the ultimate 
resource on what the land, sun, moon, stars, plants, animals, and clouds can reveal, if you know 
how to look! 

• National Geographic Pocket Guide to Rocks and Minerals of North America, 2014 by Sarah 
Garlick (Author). 
This basic beginner's field guide to North American geology helps anyone identify common 
rocks, minerals, gems, fossils, and land formations. In a logical, user-friendly, highly visual 
format. 

• Natural History: The Ultimate Visual Guide to Everything on Earth (Smithsonian), 2010 by DK 
(Author). 
Natural History presents an unrivaled visual survey of Earth's natural history. It gives a clear 
overview of the classification of our natural world (over 6,000 species) and looks at every 
kingdom of life, from bacteria, minerals, and rocks to fossils to plants and animals. 

• Nature's Wrath: Surviving Natural Disasters (Survivors: Ordinary People, Extraordinary 
Circumstances), 2008 by Ellyn Sanna (Author). 
Presents the experiences of people who have survived a natural disaster, telling how their lives 
have changed as a result.	

• Plate Tectonics, Volcanoes, and Earthquakes (Dynamic Earth), 2010 by John P Rafferty (Editor). 
Presents an introduction to volcanoes and earthquakes, explaining how the movement of the 
Earth's interior plates cause their formation and describing the volcanoes which currently exist 
around the world as well as some of the famous earthquakes of the nineteenth through twenty-
first centuries. 

• The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs: A New History of a Lost World, 2018 by Steve Brusatte 
(Author). 
This title tells the complete, surprising, and new history of the dinosaurs, drawing on cutting-
edge science to dramatically bring to life their lost world and illuminate their enigmatic origins, 
spectacular flourishing, astonishing diversity, cataclysmic extinction, and startling living legacy. 

• The Usborne Encyclopedia of Planet Earth, 2009 by Anna Claybourne (Author), Gillian Doherty 
(Author), Rebecca Treays (Author). 



Presents information on all facets of Earth science, including geology, earthquakes and 
volcanoes, climate and weather, biology, and ecology. 

• Super Volcano: The Ticking Time Bomb Beneath Yellowstone National Park, 2007 by Greg 
Breining (Author). 
Despite growing evidence of geothermic activity under America's first and foremost national 
park, it took geologists a long time to realize that there was a volcano beneath Yellowstone. And 
then, why couldn't they find the caldera or crater? Because, as an aerial photograph finally 
revealed, the caldera is 45 miles wide, encompassing all of Yellowstone. 	

 
Fiction 

• The Amber Project, 2015 by J N Chaney (Author). 
In 2157, a mysterious gas known as Variant spreads across the globe, killing or mutating most 
organic life. The surviving humans take refuge in an underground city, determined to return 
home. But after generations of failures and botched attempts, hope is beginning to dwindle. That 
is, until a young scientist makes a unique discovery--and everything changes.  

• Earthquake (Sweet Valley High), 1998 by Francine Pascal (Author). 
Twin sisters Jessica and Elizabeth Wakefield have been ripped apart in the chaos following a 
devastating earthquake.  Through the agony, fear, and despair, they must dig through the rubble 
to find each other again, hoping against hope that they haven't been separated for good. 

• Journey to the Centre of the Earth, 2017 by Jules Gabriel Verne (Author), Griffith and Farran 
(Translator). 
Originally published in 1864. This is the story of a geology professor chances upon a manuscript 
in which a 16th-century explorer claims to have found a route to the earth's core. He can't resist 
the opportunity to investigate, and with his nephew, he sets off across Iceland in the company of 
a native guide.  

• Life as We Knew It, 2008 by Susan Beth Pfeffer (Author). 
A high school sophomore’s disbelief turns to fear in a split second when an asteroid knocks the 
moon closer to Earth, like "one marble hits another." The result is catastrophic. How can her 
family prepare for the future when worldwide tsunamis are wiping out the coasts, earthquakes 
are rocking the continents, and volcanic ash is blocking out the sun? 

	
Magazines, Journals, Miscellaneous  

• Earth Magazine: The Science Behind the Headlines 
https://www.earthmagazine.org/  

• Science Daily: Earth Science News 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/news/earth_climate/earth_science/  
 

• Smithsonian Earth: Smithsonian Earth is a digital streaming service with original documentaries 
that bring you closer to nature's most fascinating animals and wildest locations. After a 30-day 
free trial, a subscription to Smithsonian Earth is $3.99/month.  
https://smithsonianearthtv.com/  
 
 

 



Online Links 

• Exploratorium: Science Museum for Kids 
https://www.exploratorium.edu/explore/earth-ocean-atmosphere  

• Smithsonian Museum of Natural History: From dinosaur exhibits to displays of rare gems, this 
acclaimed museum celebrates the natural world. 
https://naturalhistory.si.edu/\ 

 
Background information for the Educator 

• The Importance of Teaching Earth Science:  Article in Teach Magazine 
http://teachmag.com/archives/10545 

• Teacher Vision:  Teaching Earth Science 
https://www.teachervision.com/subjects/science/earth-science  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


